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 Analysis And Simulation Of SII Model For 
Diabetes Mellitus 

 
Syafruddin Side, Muh. Isbar Pratama, M. Kasim Aidid, Wahidah Sanusi 

 
Abstract: In this paper, we construct the SII model for Diabetes Mellitus. New Lyapunov function was developed for analysis of the SII model on 
Diabetes Mellitus. Lyapunov function was used to prove as a result, disease-free basic reproductive number compilation and endemic diabetes mellitus 
compilation base replacement number  . The model simulation results predict the number of Diabetes Mellitus cases, so that the government can 

increase and prevent the increase in the number of Diabetes Mellitus sufferers.  
 
Index Terms: Diabetes Mellitus, Lyapunov Function, Model SII, Model simulation.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Urban lifestyle with majority of foods contained a high fat, 
sugar, and salt leads to various diseases including type 2 
Diabetes Mellitus (DM). It is interesting to observe that the 
increasing number of restaurants is followed by the increasing 
number of type 2 Diabetes Mellitus patients. Diabetes Mellitus 
is non-infectious diease, environmental factors and climate 
changes as well as other lifestyles such as lack of physical 
exercise are also some of the factors of type 2 DM. In addition, 
DM can also be caused by genetic factors [1].Mathematical 
modeling for infectious and non-infectious diseases such as 
dengue fever, tuberculosis, and hepatitis has been widely 
studied by many mathematics researchers [2,3,4,5,6,7,8], 
including the modeling for the DM [9,10,11,12,13,14]. The DM 
modelling studies work on different models and approaches. 
[9] employed numerical methods which were Euler and finite 
difference methods. [10] worked on the delay modelling 
analysis using functional differential equation. [11] analyzed 
the DM by SEI model with Routh-Hurwitz Criterion. [13] run the 
analysis by Small-Perturbation with linearizing at an 
equilibrium point. Therefore, in the beginning, this paper 
discuss the modelling of the DM by using SII model, 
furthermore, we analyzed the existence and the status of DM 
whether diseases-free or endemic by employing Lyapunov 
function. Lastly, we simulate the endemic status of the DM with 
MAPLE software. Hence, this mathematical model offers the 
solutions to control and to monitor the DM since it provides a 
simulation of model that can predict the number of DM case 
then the disease can be prevented and treated beforehand. 
 

2 MATERIAL AND METHOD 
This Mathematical modeling of SII for DM is a theoretical 
study.  The SII model for the DM is analyzed by Lyapunov 
function by [5,8] in order to prove theorems of the existence 
and the DM status whether disease-free or endemic. The 
model simulation used MAPLE software to predict the number 
endemic cases of  DM. 
 

 

 
3 RESULT 
 
3.1 SII model formulation 
The population scheme for the stages of DM patients using  

 
the SII model is presented in Figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Population Scheme of SII Model for DM 

 
Figure 1 reformulated into 3-D non-linear differential equations 
as in the system (1). 
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with ( ( )   ( )    ( )    ( )) 
The definition of variables and parameters in the model 

used for DM disease presented in Table 1. 
 

TABLE 1 
. DEFINTION OF VARIABLE/PARAMETER 

Variable/ 
Parameter 

Definition 

  Number of human population  

  Number of Suspected population 

   Number of DM patients that cause complications 
with other diseases 

   Number of DM patients 

  The rate of birth/death population 

  Probably of changing from   to    
  Probably of changing from   to    

  Probably of changing from    to    

  Probably of changing from    to    
  The rate of    death  

  The rate of    disabilities 

 
3.2 Existence of SII model for DM disease 
The DM disease exists if all variables and parameters of the 
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model are non-negative. It is shown in the system (1),  octant 
non-negative   is positive invariant. The existence of the DM 
disease is provided by Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1. 

Let   is a solution of system (1) with an initial condition   and 
a compact set 
  *(       )    

     +  (2) 
for a model in system (1), D is a positive invariant set 

covering all solutions in . 
Proof: 

An elegant constructed Lyapunov function  

  ( )           (3) 
Differentiating equation (3), we obtain 

 ( )̇   ̇    ̇    ̇ 
          (   (     ) )  (         (   )  )  
              (       (        )  )    
                                    
                                       
               (       )  (   )    
               ( )  (   )         
Since  ≥   then     
  

  
     (       )  (   )      (4) 

with L(0) is an initial condition of  L(t) then t→∞,0≤(L(t))≤N). 
Thus, concluded that D is  a positive invariant set covering all 
solutions in . The theroem 1 has been proven. Theorem 1 
guarantees the existence of the DM disease in an area that 
was originally not found the DM patients then changed after 

the suspected DM,  ( ) >  , DM patients,   ( ) >  , and DM 
patients that cause complications with other diseases, 

  ( ) >  . This theorem also indicates that it needs a further 
investigation on the step of the DM spread in order to identify 
the DM status whether disease-free or endemic in an area by 
using SII model. 
 
3.3 Global Stability Analysis 
SII Model for Diabetes Mellitus on system (1) is a system of 
3D non-linear ordinary differential equation. The model can be 
simplified by assuming the fractions: 

 ( )  
 

 
  ( )  

  

 
  ( )  

  

 
 

Based on the assumption, the SII model for DM simplified as 
the system (5). 
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System (5) is a mathematical model for DM as a system of 
3D non-linear  differential equation. SII Model then simplified in 

Jacobian Matrix to get the eigen value 𝜆.   
  |  𝜆 |  

  |

 (      𝜆)   
  (    𝜆)  
   (        𝜆)

|

 (6) 
Eigen value of SII model for DM as follows: 

𝜆    (     ) (7) 
𝜆  
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𝜆  
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√     (     )       (   )             (9) 

Basic reproduction number in system (5) is obtained 
by Diekhmann and Heesterbeek Method (2000). 

   
  

(   )(       )
 (10) 

 
3.4 Global stability of equilibrium of model SII for disease-

free  

System (1) has equilibrium of disease-free (     
    

  
(N    ) which means that the disease will disapear. Theorem 2 
explain the global stability of equilibrium condition of disease-
free for system (1).  

 
Theorem 2. 

If R ≤ 1 then the equilibrium of disease-free P  of model SII is 
a global stage where the stable asymptotic at D.    
Proof. 

Suppose that a proposed Lyapunov function  
  ( )  (       )         (11) 
Differentiating equation (11) by time obtains equation (12)  
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In free-disease cases  →   ∅ →   and       then the 

equation (12) can be simplified: 
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Equation (13) shows that W( )   ̇ . By using advanced 
Lyapunov function rule [5], the finite set for all solutions is in 

the largest invariant set with      , is a singleton set 
*     

    
 +. It means that the equlibrium of disease-free is a 

global stage with has stable asymptotic at D. Theroem 2 has 
been proven.    
Global stability of disease-free theorem of model SII explains 
one stage that DM case exists, described in theorem 1. 
However, it does not describe  whether it can influence from 

one person to another. Theorem 2 states that if  then 
one person who is DM patient will not influence to others. It 
means that the DM can be controlled and it is not worrisome. 
3.5 Global stability of equilibrium of endemic SII model  

SII Model at system (1) has an equilibrium point 𝑃  
(      

     
  )    called an endemic equilibrium point and 

satisfies    >     
  >     

  >   with: 
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Theorem 3 provides the endemic equilibrium global of 
system (1)  
 
Theorem 3 

If R >   , then equilibrium of the disease is in the positive 
endemic stage, system (1) exists, and the global stage with 
stable asymptotic at D.  
Proof. 

Let condition: 

 {

  ≥ (     ) 
  ≥ (   )  

  ≥ (       )  

 (17) 

Let a proposed Lyapunov function is 

 ( )  (        )  (     
      )  (     

      ) (18)  
Differentiating equation (18) by the time obtains equation 

(19).  
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Subtituting the value in condition (17) to equation (19) gets: 
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Equation (20) shows that  ( )̇    for all  ( )   ( )   ( )  

 and , and satisfies for           
        

 . The 

equilibrium of system (5) includes in  
  *( ( )   ( )   ( ))    

        
             

  +. 
Furthermore, by the stability of asymptotic theorem [8], a 

positive endemic equilibrium is in the global stage with 

stable asymptotic at D.  Theorem 3 has been proven. 
Global Stability Theorem of SII model on this stage states 

that if one person DM patient with R >    then, the person will 
affect more than one person. It shows that the DM disease in 
this stage is endemic since it cannot be controlled and it is 
dangerous for people around the area. 
3.6 SII model simulation for Diabetes Mellitus 

In simulating the model, we used MAPLE software. The 

initial values  ( )    ( )       ( )  and the parameters of the 
model based on assumption   , obtained from equation (10)  

   
  

(   )(       )
. 

The value of equilibrium points of SII model is determined 
by substituting the parameter values for simulation 1 of an 
endemic case in Table 2 on system (1) which equal zero. We 
obtain the following system (21): 

{
 .     .                                    
 .      .       .          
 .      .       .          

 (21) 

System (21) provides equilibrium points of endemic SII model: 
(       )  ( .      .      .    ) 

These equilibrium points reveal that the number of suspected 
human are 4907 people, DM patients are 1857 people, the 
number of DM patients that cause complications with other 
diseases are 1847 out of 10,000. The Eigen values based on 
equations (7), (8) and (9) with parameter values on Table 2 for 
SII model of the DM are: 

𝜆    .    𝜆    .    𝜆    .    

The values   are real and negative. Based on [2], this 

stability quilibrium is called asymptotic stability. In addition, the 
basic reproduction number for free-disease DM case is 

R   .     . It indicates that one person wouldn't affect for 
another person. Similar with simulation 1, the values of 

equilibrium points, eigen values, and     value for simulation 2 
and 3 based on parameter in Table 1 are shown in Table 3. All 
Eigen values in simulation 2 and 3 also are real and negative, 
then it is also called asymptotic stability. The value    in 

simulation 2 and 3 are   <  , it means, state that one person 
wouldn't affect for another person 

 
TABLE 2.  

INITIAL VALUES AND PARAMETERS OF SII MODEL 
Parameter Value 

(Simulation 

1) 

Value 
(Simulation 

2) 

Value  
(Simulation 

3) 

Variable Initial 
value 

 
0.315 0.615 0.515 

 
5000 

 
0.004 0.602 0.304 

 
3500 

 
0.323 0.253 0.453 

 
1000 

 
0.224 0.324 0.124 

 
500 

 
0.761 0.261 0.861   

 
0.032 0.232 0.432   

 
0.205 0.105 0.105   

 
TABLE 3.  

THE VALUES OF EQUIBRIUM POINTS, EIGEN VALUES AND R0 

 𝑺    
    

  𝝀  𝝀  𝝀     
Simulatio

n 1 
0.490

7 
0.185

7 
0.184

7 
-

0.64
2 

-
0.25

8 

-
1.4
8 

0.204
2 

Simulatio
n 2 

0.418
4 

0.202
8 

0.221
5 

-1.47 -
0.65

8 

-
1.6

8 

0.075
7 

Simulatio
n 3 

0.404
9 

0.152
8 

0.216
5 

-
1.27

2 

-
0.65

8 

-
2.1

8 

0.066
0 

 
According to the eigen values in Table 3, all the eigen values 
are real negative, that means, stability of the SII model for DM 
is asymptotic stable represent in Figure 2 until Figure 4. 
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Fig. 2. SII model Stabilty DM of simulation 1 

 

 
Fig. 3. SII model Stabilty DM of simulation 2 

 

 
Fig. 4. SII model Stabilty DM of simulation 3 

 
Simulation results of SII model for the DM disease with 
MAPLE using initial and parameters values data in Table 1 are 
shown in Figure 5 until Figure 7. The x-axis and y-axis 
represent the time (in month) and each variables 

 ( )    ( )       ( ) 

 
Fig. 5. The number of suspected DM for free disase cases 

with  different    
 

 
Fig. 6. The number of DM patients for endemic DM free 

disease cases with different    
 

 
Fig. 7. The number of DM patients that cause complications 

with other diseases for free disease cases with 

different    
 
Based on Figure 5, it can be explained that the suspected 
population graph continues to decrease until it reaches 
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stability at the equilibrium point for each simulation. Figure 6 
and Figure 7 shown that the basic reproduction number, 
  <  , it indicates, the movement of population status from 
suspected to DM patients and DM patients that cause 
complications with other diseases is slower. It can also be 
found in simulation 1 that the time needed to reach the 
equilibrium point is 3 months, whereas in simulations 2 and 3 

the higher    reaches the balance point faster, 5 and 4 
months. Furthermore, the number of cases of DM for DM 
patients and DM patients that cause complications with other 
disease populations will peak in a very short time, 4 and 3 
months, then continue to decline. The results show that the SII 
model for free disease DM cases requires very short time to 
reduce the number of DM patients and the number of DM 
patients that causes complications with other diseases is 
faster to reach the peak, then continues to decline. This shows 
that the number of DM patients can still be overcome.     
 

4. DISCUSSION 
Mathematical model for Diabetes Mellitus performed by [10] 
used a model with delay differential equation and simulated in 
real life.   In addition, [9] found a DM model using nonlinear 
equations by dividing the population into non-complicated (C) 
and with complicated (D). She used finite-difference method to 
predict the number of complicated DM case and Euler method 
which cannot predict the number of complicated DM case. 
Furthermore, [11] developed a DM model using SEI model to 
predict the number of DM case without genetic factor. This 
study derived the model of DM using SII model. It also 
produced a theorem to prove the existence of suspected 
population and DM patients (Theorem 1).  It also found a 
theorem to describe a status stage which explain that DM 
patients will not influence to others (Theorem 2). It indicates 
that the DM disease can be controlled and it is not a 
worrisome case. Furthermore, another theorem using SII 
model formulated is the endemic status theorem (Theorem 3). 
It discribe that one DM patients will affect to more than one 
another person. In this case, the DM is no longer can be 
controlled and classified as an Extraordinary cases that will 
harm human population.  The simulation result of SII model 
using MAPLE for free-disease cases provide information and 
prediction of the number of DM case. So that this model is 
expected to help improve the strategy of controlling the 
number of DM cases.  
 

5. CONCLUSION 
Mathematical model for DM disease is obtained by employing 
SII model. The anlaysis of the model guarantees the 
existaence of the DM case and also the status of DM whether 
disease-free or endemic. The simulation result of the model  
on free-disease case giving a prediction of the number of DM 
patients and DM patients that cause complications with other 
diseases. Therefore, it can be controlled in order to prevent 
the DM disease in an area.  
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